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is to save the crops for the needs of the State, the Red Army,
the Ogpu employees, the consumers in the industrial centres,,
and for export. Meanwhile the starving thieves are locked up for
ten years and the peasants* children are organized to guard the
"interest of the State" against the depredations of a populace
doomed to death by starvation. Such is the truth ahout the light
cavalry: perhaps it is superfluous to make any further comment
on M. Herriot's address to the "dear children" at Rostov.
In the afternoon M. Herriot was shown another model
Soviet farm, that of Verblyud, in the Northern Caucasus.
Here a final surprise was prepared. The visitors were to be
shown the marvels of technical perfection and the co-operation
of every factor in agricultural mechanization. As the Soviet
press said, a "threefold demonstration" took place of the
technical equipment of this State farm: motor-cars moving
at high speed on perfect roads; dozens of tractors and "com-
biners" in the fields with an aeroplane assisting the work on
the wide, black earth areas. It seems that this grandiose picture
of Soviet agricultural perfection thus has a certain resemblance
(allowing for the march of civilization) to those produced by
Prince Potemkin at an earlier age for the benefit of Catherine II.
What particularly impressed M. Herriot was the part played
by the aeroplane, and on his return he did not fail, when
describing Russian agriculture in general and the Soviet farms
in particular, to refer to "the use of aeroplanes for sowing
purposes, which is a common spectacle in present-day Russian
agriculture."1 Neither the United States nor the Argentine nor
any other important agricultural country has used aeroplanes
for sowing; this honour has been reserved to Soviet Russia.
During the inspection of this Soviet farm there was an
interesting scene when it was found that neither M. Herriot
nor the other French visitors had ever seen a so-called "com-
biner/* The managers of the State farm, as Tass reported,
manifested their surprise and willingly offered explanations
1 See Neue Freie Presse, October i, 1933.

